
DO NOT LEAVE TOOLS, PHONES, LAPTOPS , 
SMALL CHANGE OR OTHER VALUABLES IN 

YOUR VEHICLE. 

PROMISES 
 

THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLES  
On 18/01/2016 a front number plate was stolen overnight from a 

vehicle parked in PIXTON WAY.  
Another resident parked their van on PIXTON WAY on 

26/01/2016 and returned the following morning to find  power 
tools had been stolen overnight. 

Heathfield officers are actively targeting this area due to overnight 
crimes being committed. 

 
DRUGS 

Heathfield Officers are still continuing to combat anyone who is 
involved in the misuse of drugs, by using or dealing drugs.  

Woodpecker Mount and Friarswood are areas of interest to us. 
Is someone dealing drugs where you live, please tell us or call 

Crimestoppers  anonymously. 
 on 0800 555 111   

 
 SHOPLIFTING 

Shoplifting is still a problem at the BP SELSDON PARK ROAD 
and McColls FORESTDALE. Often the thieves take Meat, Coffee 
or Alcohol. Heathfield officers will patrol theses areas to combat 

these offences.      

THEFT OF MOPED 
On 30/01/2016 a Black Moped 125 
registration LB13 VTU was stolen from 
BOUNDARY WAY, ADDINGTON 
VILLAGE.    
MONKS HILL BURGLARY 
On 08/01/2016 at approximately  
17:35hrs residents returned home to 
FARNBOROUGH CRESCENT to 
find two males leaving their back 
garden. Police were called immediately  
and found the rear patio door smashed. 
Internal doors had been forced open and 
a new bottle of perfume had been stolen.   
TEDDER ROAD 
Between 26/01/2016 and 30/01/2016 two 
garages were broken into.  A Red and 
black quad bike and a gold electric bike 
were stolen. Did you see anything?  
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CONTACT US 
Telephone - 0208 721 2468 
Croydonheathfield.snt@met.police.uk 
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Theft of Motor Vehicles 
On 02/01/2016 and 14/01/2016 two 
transit vans were stolen from PIXTON 
WAY, FORESTDALE. 
We believe that the vehicles may have 
been taken in the early hours of the 
morning. If you see anything  you 
believe suspicious please report it.  


